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1 Newton $p$
mod
$a\oplus b\equiv a+bmod p$ , $a_{1} \oplus a_{2}\oplus\cdots\oplus aN=(\sum_{i=1}^{N}a_{i})mod p$ ,
$a\oplus b\equiv a+bmod p$ , $a\otimes b\equiv a\cross bmod p$,
$(a_{1} \otimes b_{1})\oplus(a_{2}\otimes b_{2})\oplus\cdots\oplus(a_{N}\otimes b_{N})=(\sum_{i=1}^{N}a_{i}\cross b_{i})mod p$,
$N(p-1)^{2}\leq 2^{64}-1$ , $a_{i},b_{i}<p$
$64bit$ $( \sum_{i=1}^{N}a_{i}xb_{i})$ $mod p$
Newton
1 Newton





$(t_{j}-t_{0}),$ $(t_{j}-t_{0})(t_{j}-t_{1}),$ $\cdots(j=1,$ $\cdots,$ $K)$
$\theta_{j-1}(t_{j})$ $\mathbb{Z}/p\mathbb{Z}$
“kkimur@amp.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp
1759 2011 68-73 68
22.1 fraction-free Gauss
$n\cross n$ $C$ $\tau_{0,0}^{(-1)}=1,$ $\tau_{i,j}^{(0)}=C_{i,j}$
$\tau_{i,j}^{(k)}=(\tau_{k,k}^{(k-1)}\tau_{i,j}^{(k-1)}-\tau_{k,j}^{(k-1)}\tau_{i,k}^{(k-1)})/\tau_{k-1,k-1}^{(k-2)}$




$k+1\leq i\leq n,$ $k+1\leq j\leq n,$ $k=1,$ $\cdots,$ $n-1$ ,
$d_{0,0}^{(-1)}=0,$ $d_{i,j}^{(0)}=\deg_{x}(\tau_{i,j})$
$d_{i,j}^{(k)}= \max(d_{k,k}^{(k-1)}+d_{i,j}^{(k-1)}, d_{k,j}^{(k-1)}+d_{i,k}^{(k-1)})-d_{k-1,k-1}^{(k-2)}$













$\bullet$ 2 weight cut
weight$([x, y])=[1,1]$ ,weight$([x, y])=[2,1]$
























E6(a) :12323m4l582s, :1985m23.865s, Speed Up :6.20(“
) 27329463
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